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HISTORY

HISTORY

In the 19th century, master tailor Celestin Tuffery was in search of a
way of clothing the workers who had arrived in the area to build a
railway crossing the Cévennes mountains. So it was that he bought
100% cotton fabric, dyed indigo, in the city of Nimes, giving birth in
Florac in 1892 to French jeans.

After three generations of handing
on the family savoir-faire, the return
of Made in France has breathed new
life into French artisanal heritage.

Myriam and Julien are the 4th generation and are continuing the tradition by opening a new workshop in
Florac and returning the company to
its original name: Atelier TUFFERY.

As a tribute to this family history, each Atelier TUFFERY trouser
design carries the first name of a family member.

THE COMPANY

THE COMPANY
Atelier TUFFERY has been designing its collections for 125 years,
making it the oldest manufacturer of French jeans. Its concern
for authenticity remains intact, as does its desire for elegance
and sobriety, and Atelier TUFFERY continues to display its
savoir-faire by revisiting and remaking its legendary designs,
which are still famous today. In the heart of France’s Lozere
department, at the foot of the towering Cevennes mountains,
its master tailors design new creations, with contemporary cuts,
adapted to the modern wardrobe as well as the requirements of
today’s artisans and workers.

SAVOIR-FAIRE

SAVOIR-FAIRE

Great materials
Atelier TUFFERY selects the rarest fabrics, from organic cotton
to selvedge and even silk. The labels are genuine leather and
the rivets are copper.

The secret of the cut
Atelier TUFFERY works the traditional way, using cardboard
patterns and marking out the pieces of fabric that make up its
jeans with mineral chalk before they are cut by hand using huge
scissors.

Handmade from generation to generation
Today, Atelier TUFFERY’s master tailors, trained by past
generations, still make denim clothing by hand in Florac,
France. This tradition has enabled the family company to obtain
the prestigious label Entreprise du Patrimoine Vivant (a ‘living
heritage company’).

SAVOIR-FAIRE
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An eye for detail
Inherited from its workwear, the back pocket on men’s trousers
comprises two parts and is a sign of Atelier TUFFERY’s eye
for detail. It means only the lower pocket, worn out through
the carrying of tools and other bits of hardware, needs to be
changed

French jeans from the outset
Atelier TUFFERY designs, cuts, sews, assembles and washes all
its garments in France. One belt loop carries a red, white and
blue braid, a reminder of its pride in the French colours.

Ecological footprint
Part of the slow fashion movement, which places the emphasis
on respect for the environment, raw materials are sourced as
close as possible to the workshop in order to limit to a minimum
the company’s carbon footprint. Jeans are made to order to
avoid overproduction. Denim is washed ecologically in France.

WARDROBE

WARDROBE

Atelier TUFFERY has been manufacturing the best French
jeans since 1892 and has added shirts, skirts, Bermuda shorts,
belts and aprons to its contemporary Made in France wardrobe.

ORIGINAL

ARTISAN

TAILORED

The emblematic range
reinvents the company’s iconic designs,
using vintage cuts and
authentic washes to
create timeless pieces.

The innovative range
identifies new materials and fabrics, enhancing denim still
further with the use
of organic cotton
or other local plant
fibres from artisanal
producers.

The expert range
seeks perfection in
denim, creating clothes with the most
beautiful fabrics such
as silk, wool and artisanal selvedge, naturally tinted, for unique
pieces.

MEN’S COLLECTION

WOMEN’S COLLECTION

ACCESSORIES

MEN’S
COLLECTION

MEN’S COLLECTION

AUGUSTIN
Augustin is Atelier TUFFERY’s
slim cut, with a moderately low
waist for a figure-hugging look.

ALPHONSE
Alphonse is Atelier TUFFERY’s
universal cut, fitted with a standard waist, suitable for everyone.

CÉLESTIN
Célestin is Atelier TUFFERY’s
classic cut and the company’s
historic model, straight cut and
high waist.

DÉSIRÉ
Désiré is the model reinventing
the authentic work over-trousers of the 20th century, can be
worn with or without braces.

MEN’S
COLLECTION

MEN’S COLLECTION

CAUSSES
Causses is a grandad shirt, inspired by Alphonse TUFFERY’s
work smock in the famous fabric from Nimes.

CÉVENNES
Cévennes is the cowboy shirt
par excellence, reinvented so it
can be worn either as an overshirt or simply as it is.

MARIUS
Marius is Atelier TUFFERY’s
Bermuda shorts, with a straight
cut down to knee level and
yellow topstitching.

WOMEN’S
COLLECTION

WOMEN’S COLLECTION
MATHILDE
Mathilde is Atelier TUFFERY’s
slim cut, with a moderately low
waist.

MARIANNE
Marianne is Atelier TUFFERY’s
ultra-feminine,high-waisted slim
cut.

AUGUSTA
Augusta is Atelier TUFFERY’s
universal cut, fitted with a standard waist, suitable for everyone.

MARTHE
Marthe is Atelier TUFFERY’s cut
inspired by the trousers of the
late 1980s, with a high waist and
a vintage look.

DÉSIRÉ
Désiré is the model reinventing
the authentic work over-trousers of the 20th century, can be
worn with or without braces.

WOMEN’S
COLLECTION

WOMEN’S COLLECTION

CÉVENNES
Cévennes is the cowboy shirt par
excellence, reinvented so it can
be worn either as an over-shirt
or simply as it is.

AGATHE
Agathe is Atelier TUFFERY’s
knee-length pencil skirt in organic cotton, worn high on the
waist, with a double zip in the
front and a short split in the back.

FANNY
Fanny is Atelier TUFFERY’s
mini-skirt. A timeless summer
classic reinvented with the introduction of yellow topstitching.

UNISEX
COLLECTION

UNISEX COLLECTION
AIGOUAL
Aigoual is Atelier Tuffery’s
duffle coat. It’s a warm unisex
coat in an innovative denim
fabric that incorporates 48%
Cévennes wool.

MÉJEAN
Méjean is an authentic worker’s jacket. Atelier Tuffery has
reinvented this iconic piece of
workwear. It’s a unisex model,
giving new life to the traditional denim jacket.

ANDRÉ
André is our essential set of
dungarees, a timeless piece in
casual wardrobes. With its tool
pockets, including ruler pocket
and hammer loop, it recreates
the authentic silhouette all in
denim

DÉSIRÉ
Désiré is the line reinventing
the authentic work trousers of
the 20th century which can be
worn with or without braces.

WORKWEAR

WORKWEAR
Our company was born from Célestin Tuffery’s desire to offer
workers robust, ingenious and comfortable clothing, and so
giving birth to jeans. After the transformation of jeans into
everyday clothing, yesteryear’s workwear has now been reborn
thanks to a growing desire to wear durable and functional
clothing. It pays tribute to the craftsmen, icons of French knowhow, who used to wear it.

Moleskin fabric
Characterised by its deep blue colour, moleskin fabric is a revival
of France’s traditional ‘bleu de travail’ workwear. It produces
clothes thar are incredibly robust. With this great resistance, it
retains the original properties of work clothing, while fitting in
neatly with the urban wardrobes of both women and men.

Cuts for workwear
Workwear has been reinvented by Atelier Tuffery through
cuts that match the zeitgeist. Dungarees are an essential item
of workwear and have been revisited, as have the workwear
jackets offered by the company. All these lines have finishes
and details that mean these garments can fulfil their original
function, while adapting to the requirements of the present.

INNOVATIVE
MATERIALS

INNOVATIVE MATERIALS
For several years, we have been dreaming of an alternative to cotton
production chains. In partnership with local growers and livestock
farmers, we wanted to create jeans with a natural look, using
sustainable, eco-friendly and job-creating fibres. These innovations,
rooted in our local heritage, today provide our jeans fabrics with
unrivalled technical qualities. More robust, they are also natural
thermoregulators and reduce our carbon footprint, while perfectly
fitting into the trend for authentic, plant-based materials.

WOOL
After several years of research, accompanied by our partners in the region, we have created the first jeans
in the world that include French wool.
We have chosen the wool closest to
our workshop, from Lacaune sheep
on the Causse Méjean and from Merinos around the town of Arles.

HEMP
As early as the 19th century, Célestin
Tuffery initiated the use of hemp to
create his jeans. We have been working with a new cooperative called
VirgoCoop over the past two years
in order to revive a local sector that
had been forgotten in Occitania. Buy
a pair of these jeans today and it represents 70m2 of hemp planted in
France. It’s a robust garment in line
with current environmental demands
and offers a very modern, naturally
flecked look.

ACCESSORIES
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APRON
Formerly the traditional workwear of
Atelier TUFFERY-s master tailors, these
aprons are today worn by all the company’s
tailors and garment workers. Each detail has
been designed to make it a unique piece: the
full-grain leather patch pocket, the choice of
fabrics including selvedge, the three aprons short, long and ‘tailor’ - are suitable for both
personal use and for contemporary artisans
and workers.

BELT
Leather belts designed by Atelier TUFFERY
and fashioned by master craftsmen in leather
by hand, from vegetable tanning through to
the finishing touches, including the selection
of brass buckles.

